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of fractional integral operators
By
Yoshihiro Sawano, Satoko Sugano and Hitoshi Tanaka
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to investigate the Morrey norm boundedness of commutators
generated by BMO(Rn)-functions and the Riesz kernel. A bilinear estimate is the focus of this
paper, which cannot be obtained from a mere combination of the boundedness of commutators
and the Holder inequality. As a key tool, a decomposition using dyadic cubes is employed.
x 1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to investigate a bilinear estimate generated by commuta-







jx  yjn  f(y) dy:
Here and below we assume that the functions are real-valued and measurable. We recall





jx  yjn  f(y) dy
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and hence we may assume that the integral dening [I; a]
(m)f(x) converges for a.e.
x 2 Rn.
In the present paper we investigate the boundedness of the operator given by
(f; g) 7! g  [I; a](m)f
on Morrey spaces. Here, we shall adopt the following denition of the Morrey space
Mp0p (Rn); 1 < p  p0 < 1: First we dene D as the set of all dyadic cubes (see (2.1)










The function spaceMp0p (Rn) is the set of all measurable functions f for which the norm
kfkMp0p is nite.
Now we present our main result of the present paper.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose we are given parameters ; p0; p; q0; q; r0; r satisfying






























(1.1) kg  [I; a](m)fkMr0r  C kakmBMOkfkMp0p kgkMq0q
for all a 2 BMO(Rn), f 2Mp0p (Rn) and g 2Mq0q (Rn).
The method of the proof of Theorem 1.1 also covers a classical theorem of the
commutator: It corresponds to the case q0 =1 and g  1.
Corollary 1.2. Suppose we are given parameters ; p0; p; r0; r satisfying
0 <  < n; 1 < p  p0 <1; 1 < r  r0 <1:
















k[I; a](m)fkMr0r  C kakmBMOkfkMp0p
for all a 2 BMO(Rn) and f 2Mp0p (Rn).
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The proof is left for interested readers.
This inequality (1.1) dates back to the one obtained in [9], which deals with the






Proposition 1.3. Suppose we are given parameters ; p0; p; q0; q; r0; r satisfying






























(1.2) kg  IfkMr0r  C kfkMp0p kgkMq0q
for all f 2Mp0p (Rn) and g 2Mq0q (Rn).
As was discussed in [10, p.7], Proposition 1.3 is not an immediate consequence of
the well-known boundedness of I due to Adams [1] and the Holder inequality. The same
can be said for Theorem 1.1; it cannot be deduced directly from Corollary 1.2 and the
Holder inequality. The inequality (1.2) is called the Olsen inequality and investigated
initially in [7].
Several people have tried to extend the original results (see [3, 15] for more details).
In [9] we proved that the condition on q > r is sharp. Although we mean (1.2) by the
Olsen inequality (see [3, 9, 10, 17], for example), we overlooked the original paper [2].
In [2], on R3, Conlon and Redondo considered the following equation:8<:(   b(x)  r)u(x) = f(x) (jxj < R);u(x) = 0 (jxj = R);








where Xb(t) is a Brownian motion starting from x 2 fjyj < Rg with drift b, Ex denotes
the expectation with respect to Xb(t) and  is the rst hitting time on the boundary
jxj = R. Conlon and Redondo proved Proposition 1.3 with n = 3 essentially.
One of the reasons why (1.2) holds is that in the Adams theorem I is not surjective.
Indeed, we have;
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Then, I is bounded from Mp0p (Rn) to Mr0r (Rn).
Proposition 1.5. In Proposition 1.4, I is not surjective from Mp0p (Rn) to
Mr0r (Rn).
Proposition 1.5 was proven as [11, Corollary 3.6]. However, in Section 4, we give
an alternative proof. Recently, in [13, 14] an inequality dealing with I and intersection
of Morrey spaces was considered. In this note, by using this new type of inequality, we
reprove Proposition 1.5.
Seemingly, Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Corollary 1.2 and the following lemma:
Lemma 1.6. Let 1 < q1  p1 <1 and 1 < q2  p2 <1. Dene
p  p1p2
p1 + p2




kf  gkMpq  kfkMp1q1 kgkMp2q2
for all f 2Mp1q1 (Rn) and g 2Mp2q2 (Rn).
However, this is not the case; a mere combination of Proposition 1.4 and Lemma
1.6 does not give Theorem 1.1. Indeed, Morrey spaces are nested:
Mp0p1(Rn) Mp0p2(Rn)
for all 1 < p2  p1 <1. The following example shows that the inclusion is strict:
Example 1.7. For r < 1=2, and ~e 2 f0; 1gn, we dene
Sr;~e(x) = rx+ (1  r)~e (x 2 Rn):
Dene inductively fEjg1j=0 by




Sr;~e(Ej 1) (j = 1; 2;    ):
Then we have
kEjkMpq ' max(k[0;r]nkLp ; kEjkLq )
for all j, where the implicit constants in ' do not depend upon j and r.
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beyond the reach of the combination of Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.6.
We can pass our result to the operator given by








Theorem 1.8. Suppose we are given parameters ; p0; p; q0; q; r0; r satisfying



































for all a1; a2;    ; am 2 BMO(Rn), f 2Mp0p (Rn) and g 2Mq0q (Rn).
Theorem 1.8 follows from Theorem 1.1, a homogeneity argument and the following
lemma, the proof of which will be given in the appendix:
Lemma 1.9. For all m 2 N, the polynomial x1x2   xm is in the linear span of
the set
Vm  f(a1x1 + a2x2 +   + amxm)m : a1; a2;    ; am 2 Rg:
x 2. Notations and preliminaries
Here we x some notations.












:  2 Z; m = (m1;m2;    ;mn) 2 Zn
9=; :
If a dyadic cube Q has volume 2 n, then we say that Q is of the -th generation.
We also write D the set of all dyadic cubes of the -th generation. If Q 2 D , then
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2. The open ball centered at x 2 Rn of radius r > 0 will be denoted by B(x; r).




4. By a cube we mean a compact cube whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes.
The set Q denotes the totality of all cubes. For a point x 2 Rn, we write Q(x) for
the set of all cubes in Q containing x.














There are several variants: write

















jf(y)j dy ( 2 [0; n)):
We shall recall some fundamental facts of the maximal operator M above and
BMO(Rn)-functions.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the parameters ; p0; p; r0; r satisfy
0   < n; 1 < p  p0 <1; 1 < r  r0 <1:






















kMfkMr0r  C kfkMp0p :
Here it will be understood that M0 denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M .
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Lemma 2.2 (The John-Nirenberg inequality). Let 1  p < 1 and let Q be a









for all a 2 BMO(Rn).
We also need a decomposition result about cubes. Let Q0 be a cube and let f 2
L1loc(Rn). We set
D(Q0)  fQ 2 D : Q  Q0g:
We write 3Q0 for its triple, that is, the unique cube concentric to Q0 and having the
volume 3njQ0j. Letting 0  m3Q0(f) and A = 2  18n, we set, for k = 1; 2; : : :,
Dk 
[
Q : Q 2 D(Q0); m3Q(f) > 0Ak
	
:









for almost everywhere. By the maximality of Qk;j we see that
(2.3) 0A
k < m3Qk;j (f)  2n0Ak:
Let
E0  Q0 nD1; Ek;j  Qk;j nDk+1:
We need the following properties:
Lemma 2.3. ([5]) The set fE0g [ fEk;jg forms a disjoint family of sets, which
decomposes Q0, and satises
(2.4) jQ0j  2jE0j; jQk;j j  2jEk;j j:
For the sake of completeness we recall the proof here.
Proof. By (2.3) we see that
Qk;j \Dk+1  fx 2 Qk;j : M [3Qk;jf ](x) > 0Ak+1g:
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Using the weak-(1; 1) boundedness of M , we have





jf(y)j dy  6
n
A
j3Qk;j j = 18
n
A
jQk;j j = 1
2
jQk;j j;(2.5)
where we have used again (2.3). Similarly, we see that
(2.6) jD1j  1
2
jQ0j:
Clearly, (2.5) and (2.6) imply (2.4).
x 3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We depend on the method of Li and Perez [6, 8]. Here and below we can assume
that f and g are positive.
x 3.1. Set up
We set


















We decompose C2[f; g] according to Q0: We write












Note that C2[f; g] = C21[f; g] + C22[f; g].
Let us recall the notation of Lemma 2.3. We set
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Next, we shall choose  2 (1; p) and s 2 (r; q) so that
(3.2) s < q
and that
(3.3) s0 < r:
Write
0  
   1 :
x 3.2. Decomposition of the operator [I; a](m)f(x)






















Now that D partitions Rn according to (2.2), we have


















We recall that we denote by 3Q the triple of a dyadic cube Q; 3Q is made up of 3n
dyadic cubes of equal size and the center of 3Q is that of Q. A geometric observation
shows that B(x; 2 )  3Q if x 2 Q 2 D . Consequently we obtain









Recall that mQ(a) denotes the average of a over a cube Q. Using mQ(a), we shall
decompose


















= CC1[f; g](x) + CC2[f; g](x)
= CC1[f; g](x) + CC21[f; g](x) + CC22[f; g](x):
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Hence we have
(3.5) jg(x)[I; a](m)f(x)j  C(C1[f; g](x) + C21[f; g](x) + C22[f; g](x)):
Thus, we are led to analyzing three operators C1[f; g], C21[f; g] and C22[f; g].
x 3.3. Estimate for C1[f; g]
The analysis of C1[f; g] depends on (1.2): First, we choose  slightly larger than 1.

















 C kakmBMO inf
y2Q
M ()f(y):(3.6)
Consequently, by inserting (3.6) to C1[f; g], we are led to a pointwise estimate:
C1[f; g](x)  C kakmBMOg(x)I[M [M ()f ] ](x):
If we use (1.2) and  < p, then we have
(3.7) kC1[f; g]kMr0r  C kakmBMOkfkMp0p kgkMq0q :
This is an estimate we are looking for.
x 3.4. Estimate for C21[f; g]











The estimate for C21[f; g](x) is simple. Let us denote by Qk the unique cube containing
Q0 and satisfying jQkj = 2knjQ0j. By the Holder inequality, if we set     log2 jQkj
1
n ,




































































(1 + km)kfkMp0p kgkMq0q kakmBMO:
Here for the last inequality we have invoked the fact that, for every k 2 Z, we have
jmQ(a)   mR(a)j  C kakBMO, if Q 2 Dk is engulfed by R 2 Dk 1. Assuming that
p0 <
n
 , we see that this estimate is summable over k 2 N [ f0g. Hence, we have









 CkfkMp0p kgkMq0q kakmBMO:
Thus, the control of C21[f; g](x) is valid.
x 3.5. Estimate for C22[f; g]
The heart of the matter, as is the case with the operator g [I; a](m)f , is to estimate
C22[f; g].











To investigate C22[f; g](x), we linearize the estimate: Choose a positive element w 2
Lr
0
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= CjQk;j jnmQk;j (M ()[gw])m3Qk;j (f)jQk;j j
 CjQk;j jnmQk;j (M ()[gw])m3Qk;j (f)jEk;j j:(3.12)
The Holder inequality gives

























q  CkgkMq0q :







































Gathering all factors (3.10), (3.15) and (3.16) and using the fact that fE0g [ fEk;jg
forms a disjoint family of sets, which decomposes Q0, we see that the right-hand side





























































Finally, Lemma 2.1 gives









 CkakmBMOkgkMq0q kfkMp0p :
From (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.17), we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1.
x 4. Proof of Proposition 1.5
We recall the following estimate by Hedberg:
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose the parameters ; p; s satisfy















Proof. The proof is well-known but for the sake of completeness, we supply it. By































































We prove Proposition 1.5.
Proof. Since I is known to be injective, if I were surjective, then by virtue of
the open mapping theorem, I : Mpq(Rn) ! Mst (Rn) would be isomorphic. So, we
would have a constant C such that
C 1kfkMpq  kIfkMst  CkfkMpq :
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This implies that Mp1(Rn)  Mpq(Rn). Since Mp1(Rn)  Mpq(Rn) is known to hold,
it follows that Mp1(Rn) = Mpq(Rn) with norm equivalence. This is a contradiction to
Example 1.7.
x 5. Appendix: The proof of Lemma 1.9
















(x1 + x2   x3)3   1
24
(x1   x2 + x3)3   1
24
( x1 + x2 + x3)3:
Suppose that Lemma 1.9 is correct for m = m0. Then by the induction assumption, it
suces to prove that m0xm0+1 is in the linear span of Vm0+1, where   a1x1+a2x2+
  + am0xm0 .
Consider an m0 + 2 matrix
A 
0BBBBBB@
1 1 1 : : : 1
1 2 3 : : : m0 + 2







1m0+1 2m0+1 3m0+1 : : : (m0 + 2)
m0+1
1CCCCCCA :

























m0+1 = (m0 + 1)
m0xm0+2:
So, Lemma 1.9 is correct for m = m0 + 1.
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